
“I VOTED” STICKER DESIGN CONTEST CONSENT FORM 
 

In consideration of my participation in the Travis County “I Voted” Sticker Design Contest hosted by the 
Travis County Elections Department (“Sponsor”), I irrevocably grant my permission and authorize the 
Sponsor to use my name, school, artwork, and photograph in advertising, marketing, and promoting the 
contest, and to reproduce and publish the same throughout the universe in perpetuity, in all media now 
known or hereinafter devised. I further agree to the following: 

1. I agree that the contest, my participation in the contest and all the contest elements belong entirely 
and exclusively to the Sponsor, so that the Sponsor and its licensees and assigns may duplicate, distribute, 
broadcast, exhibit, or otherwise use the contest without limitation or restriction throughout the universe 
in perpetuity. The Sponsor may edit and adapt my participation as it deems appropriate.  

2. I understand and agree that I will not own any rights in the contest or the contest elements, or receive 
any monetary compensation relating thereto. I am granting the Sponsor a free, nonexclusive, irrevocable 
license to use my name, school name, artwork, and photograph to fulfill the purposes of the contest. I 
acknowledge that the Sponsor shall have no obligation at all to use my information in the contest.  

3. I agree that I shall not make any claims against the Sponsor based upon distribution or exploitation of 
the material or the contest and its elements to which I have consented. I release the Sponsor and its 
licensees and assigns from all claims and liabilities whatsoever that may occur in relation to or arising from 
my participation in the contest. I agree that this consent and release will be governed by and construed 
in accordance with the laws of Texas.  

4. I confirm that I live in the United States of America, State of Texas, and Travis County, Texas.  

5. I agree to participate in the contest described in the Official Rules, I agree to follow the Official Rules, 
and I can accept the prizes awarded to the winners.  

6. I understand my name and other information that I provide, as described in the Official Rules, may be 
posted together with my submission upon the Sponsor’s website and social media platforms, as well as 
other public forums, such as the media, without any additional notice to or permission by me.  

7. I certify and acknowledge that I have read, understood, and agree to the Official Rules of the contest, 
and that I have read this Consent Form prior to signing it; that I have the full authority to give my consent 
and release to participate in the contest and that I consent to provide the information that is necessary 
to enter the contest and if selected, to be awarded a finalist, runner-up, or winner. Accordingly, and 
intending to be legally bound, I voluntarily agree to the terms set forth herein and acknowledge and agree 
that I am bound by the Official Rules and I am bound by the terms of this Consent Form. This release shall 
be binding upon me, my respective heirs, legal representatives, and assigns.  
 
 
_____________________________________  _____________________________________ 
Printed Name of Contestant     Signature of Contestant 
 
_____________________________________ 
Date 
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